
 

New GC2 Golf Launch Monitor and Simulator at Oakmere Park Golf Club 

Yardage test of all your clubs £25.00 

Using GC2 launch monitor you will hit each club in your bag and from the readings I will record the distance that you are gaining with each 

club. This test is done with the golf balls you use on the golf course. This will be helpful if you don't really know how far you hit each or 

certain clubs. You will be provided with a bag tag with the yards on for reference when you are on the golf course. 

Wedge Gapping Test - Are You Carrying the Correct Lofts £15.00 

Using GC2 launch monitor we can test the lofts of your wedges to see if they are giving you an equal distance gapping between each 

wedge. If not then the lofts can easily be moved using the Loft & Lie Machine (extra charge may apply) so they match perfectly. 

Short game control lesson £28.00 (1 hour) 

By using the GC2 launch monitor for this lesson we can give you instant feedback of how far each shot has travelled through the air. With 

this information we can work on controlling the distance the ball travels from 100 yards and in to help lower your scores. 

Custom fitting with GC2 Launch monitor and simulator 

Driver £25.00 (£15.00 refunded against the cost of a new driver) 

During this session we will start with your current driver to gain some data of how that is performing. After a discussion of what ball flight and 

shape of shot you are looking for, or if you are trying to eliminate a certain bad shot then we can test other drivers that will be suitable. The 

GC2 software will analyse each club giving data readings and averages on how each club is performing, from there we can determine the 

perfect driver for you! 

Irons £25.00 (£15.00 refunded against the cost of a new set of irons) 

Using GC2 Launch Monitor and my large selection of demo equipment we can test various different models of irons interchanging with 

different shaft options to provide the ideal launch and spin to maximise ball flight and distance! After deciding the perfect shaft a full fit is 

carried out to determine length, lie, grip thickness & grip type. 

Wedges £25.00 (£15.00 refunded against the cost of a new wedges) 

Depending on how many wedges you want to carry we can fit the correct lofts to give even distance gaps between each wedge. We can also 

insure the lie angle of your wedges are correct to improve accuracy, therefore improving your distance control and accuracy in the most 

important area - short game! 

Play the World Famous Brabazon at the Belfry in our Golf Simulator £25.00 per hour hire 

Play the world famous Brabazon the host of more Ryder Cup Matches than any other venue worldwide, and have a go at driving the green 

on the famous 10
th
 hole. Play Strokeplay or Matchplay against your golfing buddies using our own golf equipment, balls and handicap. 

Room hire for own practice 

Room Hire for Private Practice Session - 1 Hour £15.00 

An ideal chance to hone your skills in the comfort of indoors using the GC2 Launch Monitor & Simulator Practice Range! Just like you would 

on the range but your hit the balls you normally use on the course for realistic practice. 

Room Hire for Private Practice Session – 30 mins £10.00 

An ideal chance to hone your skills in the comfort of indoors using the GC2 Launch Monitor & Simulator Practice Range! Just like you would 

on the range but your hit the balls you normally use on the course for realistic practice. 

For More information or to book please call (0115)9653545 option 1 and ask for 

Martyn or email Martyn@golfshop247.co.uk 


